Wayfinding markers orient visitors to surrounding buildings, parking garage entrances, and campus attractions. Additional Examples:

- Colored pathways (in colorblindness-friendly colors)
- Illuminated signage adds pops of color and light

Modular structures used as event seating, stages, planting beds. Makes the square feel more interactive and flexible. Additional Examples:

- Geometric structures can be layered and stacked
- Structures can be rearranged to create social "rooms" around the edges of the square

Modern paving: subtle and clean design which reflects the style of the rest of campus. Improved traction addresses safety concerns. Additional Examples:

- Modular paving allows the ground to be reconfigured, making the pavement safer and more accessible.
- Geometric and organic paving shapes form "paths" to aide wayfinding

Pavement Precedents

Modular Paving Pattern

Wayfinding

Wayfinding markers assist visitors in navigating buildings, finding their destination, and understanding surrounding locations.

Disability Use

Disability use and ramp access.

Movable Chair & Planting Beds

Control the Light System of U Square

Walk on the Special Pattern

Flexible Furniture

Lift Banner for Wayfinding

Sound Guide for Visual Disability

Planting Beds for Stormwater
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